Train:

- Take the Media-Westchester line Outbound at Swarthmore Station to the second stop, Moylan-Rose Valley.
- Walk in the direction the train is going until you reach Rose Valley Road.*
- Turn left and continue down Rose Valley Road about three long blocks until you see the school sign on the right.
- The school is set well-back at the end of the lane.

* The road signs may be confusing because this is the end of Rose Valley Road. Manchester Road goes on to the right over the bridge, and the left hand end of it goes steeply down the hill shortly to the right. Just turn left on the first road you come to after leaving the station and keep to the left on it until you see the school.

Car:

- Go down Chester Road to Yale Avenue at the light.
- Turn right on Yale Avenue.
- At the bottom of the hill on the other side of the bridge over the Crum, the road becomes Rose Valley Road and bends slightly to the left as it goes up the hill.
- Continue through the light at Providence Road and the one at Brookhaven Road and continue on Rose Valley Road, passing Hedgerow Theatre on the right.
- The School in Rose Valley is on the left a short distance up the hill.